
NOTICE

This is to inform that the following eligibility criteria are to be taken into consideration while
filling up the online admission form:

i)           A student shall be allowed to take admission in the Major Course of B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. if
he/she/transgender has passed in atleast four(04) subjects excluding with English as compulsory
subject in the Higher Secondary[10+2]Examination conducted by the West Bengal Council of
Higher Secondary Education or any other Examination which is recognized by the University of
North Bengal.

ii)           Admission will be on merit and availability of seats, provided that for SC/ST Candidates, the
minimum marks for eligibility will be as per rules of the State Government.

iii) A candidate shall be allowed to take up Sociology if he/she/transgender has
passed in the previous qualifying examination of any stream.

iv) A candidate shall be allowed to take up B.Com. if he/she/transgender has 
studied Science subjects along with Mathematics in the previous qualifying exams.

v)               A candidate shall be allowed to take up Physics Subject if 
he/she/transgender has passed in Mathematics and Chemistry along with Physics 
and other subject as prescribed at the qualifying exams.

vi) A candidate shall be allowed to take up Chemistry Subject if 
he/she/transgender has passed in Mathematics and Physics along with Chemistry 
and other subject as prescribed at the qualifying exams.

vii) A candidate shall be allowed to take up Botany/Zoology Subject if 
he/she/transgender has passed in Biology at the qualifying exams.

viii) A candidate shall be allowed to take up Economics Subject if 
he/she/transgender has passed in Mathematics or Applied Mathematics or Business 
Economics including Business Mathematics, and other subject as prescribed at the 
qualifying exams.

ix) No student other than those of Science stream and Economics/Geography of 
Arts stream will be allowed to take Science subjects as Minor Subjects.

x)  No student of Arts and Commerce stream other than those of Geography and 
Economics will be allowed to take Science subjects as Minor Subjects.

xi) A candidate shall be allowed to take up Geography Subject if 
he/she/transgender has passed in Geography with other subjects at the qualifying 
exams.

xii) A candidate pursuing Major in a subject will not be allowed to take up the 
same subject as Minor.

xiii) While taking Major and Minor subjects, availability of the said subjects in the 
concerned Colleges will be taken into cognizance.

xiv) A candidate pursuing Major in Economics will be awarded:

a) B.Sc. Major if he/she/transgender chooses Mathematics as Minor (A) Subject. 
b) B.A. Major if he/she/transgender chooses English / History as Minor (A) Subject.
xv)  A candidate pursuing Major in Geography will be awarded:

a) B.Sc. Major if he/she/transgender chooses Mathematics as Minor (A) Subject. 
b) B.A. Major if he/she/transgender chooses Economics / English / History as Minor

(A) Subject.


